Retooling and Rearranging the Tool “Read, Observe and Think/Think, Observe and Read”
(ROT/TOR) to “Study, Think, Observe and Compare” (STOC)
In my first intervention titled “Growing Security and Security Studies: Resource Person –
Reading/Studying, Observing and Thinking”, where I proposed a tool to assist persons
interested in security and security studies, I did not include “compare”. The tool was Read,
Observe and Think (ROT) or Think, Observe and Read (TOR). The insight to include
“compare” came to me when I was working on my inaugural lecture.
In the subsection of my lecture titled “clarifying and explaining concepts”, it dawned on
me that in my interventions on security and security studies in Nigeria, I have “compared”
without thinking to include “compare” as the missing component for a comprehensive
tool deploy to understanding security in order to comprehend the dimension described as
security in Nigeria.
The inaugural lecture enabled me to include “compare” to complete the tool. Below is
excerpt from my lecture on the retooled and rearranged tool called Study, Think, Observe
and Compare:
Study, Think, Observe and Compare or S.T.O.C is a tool I developed in my attempt to
make sense of security and security studies in Nigeria. I developed this tool against the
backdrop of my observation of first the so-called security specialists and second the
generality of Nigerians with some knowledge of security. Their expertise and knowledge
did not come from programme of study of works on security in the context of security
studies. Their expertise and knowledge emanated from their observation of what they
considered practices of security inside and outside Nigeria.
Since I began teaching security studies in the graduate programme of the Institute in
2015, I have recommended this tool alongside the concept of security based History,
Experience and Reality (HER) to students as sine qua non to grappling with
understanding, developing and growing security and security studies in Nigeria. Since the
establishment of the Security and Strategic Studies Unit in the Institute, my conviction
that security and security study should be approached from multidisciplinary and
interdisciplinary perspective is growing.
I approach my intervention on security and security studies from my history background.
I am of the view that with interest and creative imagination, every discipline has
something to contribute to the evolution of security and security studies in Nigeria. To
this end, they – STOC and HER - are tools that will help in the evolution of security and
the teaching of security in Nigeria.
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It is my opinion that to understand security and to situate Nigeria and its narrative of
security within the narratives out there, it is imperative to use the S.T.O.C tool. The S
stands for Study 1; the T stands for Think; the O stands for Observe and the C stands for
Compare. When this letters are put together, it becomes S.T.O.C.
Accordingly, it is important to STUDY publications written on security studies. This
books, journals and scholarly publications emanate from countries with established
tradition of the practice and teaching of security in their tertiary institutions for over fifty
years. This practice and teaching evolve from their history, experience and reality (HER).
In other words, security is a piece of their history, experience and reality. It is imperative
to study their works because security is not course taught in tertiary institutions in
Nigeria until recently. 2
Nigeria has no tradition of security let alone the teaching of security studies. Thus there is
no uniformed security studies curriculum in the few universities with the programme.
What exist as curriculum did not derive from any legislation and/or policy stating the
philosophy of security in Nigeria. The curriculum of security studies in the few universities
offering security derived from their perception of security. Thus we must first learn
security from these countries invariably in Europe and the United States in order to begin
to examine what exist in Nigeria. Learning security means STUDYING their scientific
publications on security.
It is important to THINK about all that one study on security from these countries
especially Europe and the United States since they have the most advance practice and
teaching on security and security studies in the world. Thinking about all one reads will
provide the enabling environment towards understanding what is available and/or not
available on security in Nigeria from the point of view of practice and research/teaching.
It is important to always remember that studying and thinking gives one insight into the
piece of history that is security and security studies from the point of view of where it all
started. The insight emanating from these processes equip one to begin to ask questions
on security in Nigeria.
It is important to OBSERVE in ones own environment all that one study and think about
in the books, journals and scholarly publications of Europeans and Americans including
In the previous conceptualisation of this tool – see the sub-link “ADONOSTRA” for “Growing Security and Security Studies: Resource
Person – Reading/Studying, Observing and Thinking” on http://adoyionoja.org, I used ROT or TOR. ROT stands for Read, Observe,
and Think; TOR stands for Think, Observe and Read. The “comparison” component was not included. The insight to include “compare”
came to me as I worked on the subsection of my inaugural lecture “clarifying and explaining concepts”. I have been using
“comparison” without figuring out its essentiality as part of the tool for understanding security hence STOC.
2 There are very few public and private universities with programme of security studies. Of the former I am aware of Nasarawa State
University, Keffi where since 2015 there is postgraduate programme in the Security and Strategic Studies unit of the Institute of
Governance and Development Studies. There are others with graduate programme of strategic studies. There is difference between
strategic studies and security studies. The former is narrow and tailored towards defence and military issues and the latter encompasses
all spheres of human endeavour.
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listening to analysis of security issues on television and radio by European and America
experts. With the knowledge from the study of scholarly publications and with the insight
gained from thinking through what has been studied within ones environment, these two
–studying and thinking – will equip one with the ability to be able to observe the practice
of security in ones environment in order to determine its suitability to one’s society’s
history, experience and reality (HER).
Apart from Studying, Thinking and Observing, it is necessary to COMPARE all that one
study, think and observe in Europe and the United States with what prevail in Nigeria. The
use of comparative analysis equips one with the capacity and competence to understand
the place of Nigeria in security and security studies. This becomes the platform for
informed statement on the state of affair on security and security studies in Nigeria.
While the use of the STOC tool is necessary to understanding security and security studies
in Nigeria, to begin to develop and grow security and security studies in Nigeria, it is
necessary to adopt and use the STOC tool and the concept of Security based on HER.
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